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The presentation is aimed to outline the relativization strategies employed by Eastern Khanty, an
endangered underdescribed Finno-Ugric language spoken in Western Siberia.

The notion of subordination employed here is confined mainly to morphosyntactic criteria
such as clausal embedding and the use of non-finite verb-forms. The approach involves a syn-
chronic analysis of structural patterns and functional-semantic and pragmatic features of relative
clauses in the general functional theoretical framework [1, 2, 3, and 4]. The analysis is based on
the Khanty narrative corpus, reference-grammars and dictionaries.

The presentation includes the analysis of morphosyntactic structures coding relative rela-
tions and other cases having different morphosyntactic manifestations, but the same underlying
cognitive structure. The issues raised in the presentation will also cover some functional differ-
ence between restrictive and appositive relative clauses, what kind of information a relative
clause conveys and how this information serves to ground the referent of a head noun.

Characteristic features of the Khanty relative clauses include:
- pre-nominal modifiers (SOV language) and sentence-initial finite clauses with interrogative

pronouns;
- non-finite type (participles);
- gapping of the relativized element;
- participial relative clauses with an explicit head;

The majority of the Eastern Khanty examples demonstrate the nominalization strategy with
finite matrix clause and nominalized relative clause. Two different ways of forming relative
clauses in Khanty (with a finite verb and with a participial verb and no relative pronoun) can be
explained in terms of underlying causal principles of possible change in language type as the re-
sult of areal contacts with the SVO language.

The use of demonstrative (deictic) particles as a clause argument referring to another whole
clause is an important device for indicating relationship among sentences: the obligatory presence
of the highly-referring argument in the main clause to pa ‘that’ coreferential with an entire
clause and the use of the more concrete word ta  ‘place’ as an obligatory device of forming rela-
tive clauses and denoting direction or location are often required.

Examples

(1) kol’t’ jö-s- n to -pa n-ä
        whence come-PST-2SG there-ALL go-IMPR.2SG [5, p.96]
   ‘From where you came, there you go’

(2) t’ut  nom l-l- m to ap ap- m k-ä l-as
     thus think-PRS-1SG perhaps     father-POSS.1SG water-LAT die-PST.3SG

lö nt pä -n jo n t’el ki
     surely other   place-LOC    river not frozen-PRED [6, p.105]
         ‘So (I) am thinking, probably (my) father drowned where the river is not frozen’
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Abbreviations: 1/2/3 = 1st, 2nd, and 3rd person, ALL= allative, IMPR = imperative, LAT = lative, LOC
= locative, POSS = possessive, PRED = predicative, PST = past, SG = singular, SOV = subject + object
+ predicate.
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